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Chapter 1

amigaguide

1.1 AGA Demos

X3352 SOME JUSTICE DEMO 94 UNPACK DISK UNPACK 030 VERSION
--------------------------
Yes mister, I’ll take two please! This is the best demo of Summer ’94 by a
long shot! It’s a sound and vision extravaganza, with the best soundtrack
ever to grace an Amiga demo. Released to promote a new EP from Urban
Shakedown, it’s a remix of Some Justice, the hardcore anthem of 1992,
produced by Urban Shakers themselves, and reworked into a colossal
bass-heavy jungle stomper. Stick this through a decent hi-fi and you just
won’t believe the sub-bass!

** 2.5 MB REQ ** ** 030/040 ENHANCED VERSION AVAILABLE **

X3369 COMPLEX:PEE WEE DEMO UNPACK DISK
--------------------------
Another AGA demo from Complex. OK

X3489 BLACK LOTUS:TWISTED MINDS UNPACK DISK
-------------------------------
A good demo from Black Lotus with some stunning visuals. Included are
texture cubes, rotating tunnels and some great artwork amongst other
things.

X3496(AB) REBELS:SWITCHBACK DEMO UNPACK A B
--------------------------------
A superb AGA demo, one of the best ones we’ve had. Loads of nice effects
and swirly colours and stuff like that.

X3508(AB) OXYGENE:INDIGO AGA UNPACK A B
----------------------------
A reasonable demo this one. Contains a very decent rotating city (mind you
the text presented on top is nothing special), a basic doom sequence which
zapppps into something much, much better, a picture warped and bounced,
morphing flame objects, some decent shape animations and finally, a fairly
well drawn tunnel sequence.

X3509 APEX:DOTSY AGA UNPACK DISK
--------------------
This demo has a Melon Design feel to it: Cute, colourful etc. Check out
the scroller on the vector-dot landscape!
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X3510(AB) SILENTS:SOUL KITCHEN AGA UNPACK A B
----------------------------------
A stunning AGA demo with tons of new features. Excellent as always from
Silents.

X3511(ABC) REBELS:WHAMMER SLAMMER AGA UNPACK A B C
-------------------------------------
Rebels come up with a corker of a 3 disk AGA demo. The routines are
unbelievable and the soundtrack is a stonker.

X3512 SANITY:ROOTS AGA UNPACK DISK
----------------------
This contains a decent soundtrack which is complemented by a good demo
overall. First off are a number of warping pictures, a great still drawing,
a selection of different landscape routines, 3D dot animations that morph
and rotate (very good) and more plasma warps.

X3514(AB) BOMB:MOTION ORIGIN 2 AGA UNPACK A B
----------------------------------
This demo starts with a decent tunnel-doom type sequence with rotating
vectors within the "ceiling" and "floor". An excellent start leads to a
landscape rotation (in four colours but very fast), realtime movement
throughout a vast room: 360 degrees movement with vectors appearing from the
floor and a huge "snake spiral" (remember those spring-spiral toys that used
to bounce down your stairs!) that moves within the room. After this the
four-colour landscape rountine from earlier transforms into the same routine
but in 16-colours. The "WOW!" factor is now enabled as we enter a scene with
a large morphing animation in the background with another morphing anim in
the foreground.If all the above wasn’t enough to make this one of the best
demos of all-time we now enter the VERY BEST DOOM ARENA EVER!!! The demo
moves very quickly around a doom atmosphere which has the most detail ever:
it even has well drawn pictures on the walls. The final part of the demo is
the best so far! You can ENTER THE DOOM WORLD YOURSELF and move around using
the mouse. Walk up steps and more. Get this now!

X3515 ANDROMEDA:NEXUS 7 UNPACK DISK
-----------------------
Starts with a rotating "milky-way" visual set and leads into the quickest
landscape rotation yet!All the routines in this demo are short but very
powerful. This is how they should be. A set of fire designed vector objects
are then present on the screen (hard to describe!) which lead to a final
vector which contains a number of holes that allow light to escape in beams.
These light beams have to be seen. The demo presents more interesting features
such as shade-clusters that are unique, motion blurred 256-colour picture, a
bouncing ball with a difference, plasma zoom and a 3D ray-traced scroller.
The best part of this demo is the superb raytraced environment which
contains a beautiful smooth lamp animtion that bounces its way throughout
this environment: up the stairs, across vast spaces and more!

X3516(ABCD) POLKA BROS:TWISTED AGA UNPACK A B C D
----------------------------------
And another demo from Polka Brothers.

X3517(ABCD) OXYRON:KILLING TIME AGA UNPACK A B C D
-----------------------------------
This is Oxyron’s first ever Amiga demo, so when I read this I thought "well
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it may be reasonable then". I was wrong. Firstly, they present us their
"Rot-Zoomer" which consists of a 4096 colour, fast, full-screen image which
then transforms into a negative version. We are then treated to a 3D texture
labyrinth which contains pictures on the wall which animate as you move past
them. The demo then leads into a realtime texture city (very fast), next IFS
fractals, mutating line vectors with 812 lines (very decent effect), more
textured vectors in 4096 colours and finally, texture morphing and a texture
tunnel. Certainly impressive for their first Amiga demo!

X3553(ABC) PSYCHEDELIC AGA DEMO UNPACK A B C
-------------------------------
Easily the BEST, most STUNNING AGA demo seen to date. The routines are
gobsmacking. Absolutely tons of features including a stunning animation at
the beginning. Lightsource examples and a whole load of other stuff easily
make Virtual Dreams stand out from the crowd.

** HARD DRIVE REQUIRED **

X3554(AB) ABYSS:DOVE AGA DEMO UNPACK A B
-----------------------------
Another superb AGA offering released at The Party 94.

X3626 TRSI:ANHALONIUM AGA DEMO UNPACK DISK
------------------------------
A superb AGA demo with some nice flashy graphics and sfx.

X3627(AB) IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBILITY AGA UNPACK A B
------------------------------------
And another one. This one a recent party competition somewhere in Europe.

X3660(AB) TRSI:CUBIC DREAM AGA DEMO UNPACK A B
-----------------------------------
A nice shiny AGA demo. 2 disks of stunning everything.

X3677 OMEN DEMO UNPACK DISK
---------------
Super new AGA demo.

X3684 AVALON:RESPONSE DEMO UNPACK DISK
--------------------------
Super new AGA demo

X3685 SUBACID:MANUAL OVERRIDE DEMO UNPACK DISK
----------------------------------
Super new AGA demo

X3687(AB) PARALLAX: DEEP DEMO UNPACK A B
-----------------------------
Super new AGA demo

X3714(ABCD) MAN ON THE MOON AGA UNPACK A B C D
-------------------------------
Super new AGA demo

** 4MB & HARD DRIVE REQUIRED **

X3715(AB) DREAM WALKER UNPACK A B
----------------------
Excellent jazzy style funky music collection.
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X3717(ABC) ARTWORK:GREENDAY DEMO AGA UNPACK A B C
------------------------------------
Super new AGA demo

** HARD DRIVE REQUIRED **

X3738 OXYRON:TEMPLE OF DECEASE AGA UNPACK DISK
----------------------------------
A nice new AGA demo.

X3741(AB) IMPACT:MELCHIOR AGA UNPACK A B
-----------------------------
A nice new AGA demo.

** HARD DRIVE ONLY **

X3765 FREEZERS:LECH DEMO UNPACK DISK
------------------------
A nice new AGA demo.

X3779 OLD BULLS:MOMENTS UNPACK DISK
-----------------------
Another excellent AGA demo.

X3828(AB)SURFING ON THE JAZZ WAVE UNPACK A B
---------------------------------
A fantastic 2 disk jazzy funky style music collecton. A superb selection
method containing info about each module and some nice artwork make this an
excellent choice to listen to.

X3830 BIOSYNTHETIC DESIGN:TENEBRA UNPACK DISK
---------------------------------
A fantastic AGA demo

X3831(ABC)VANITY:AMAZED UNPACK A B C
-----------------------
Another great 3 disk AGA demo

** HARD DRIVE REQUIRED **

X3832(ABCD)AXIS:PICTURE BOOK UNPACK A B C D
----------------------------
Superb demo from the guys who brought you Big Time Sensuality.
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